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Mandy Runs Away! 
  

 

Mandy is a naughty 

monkey who lived in a 

circus group with his 

little mistress, Anna 

Belle. Anna Belle was 

very kind and loving and 

took great care of 

Mandy. She taught him 

tricks and stunts he 

could perform in the 

show. And Mandy was 

an intelligent learner. 

He grasped the skills 

quickly and performed 

excellently each night. 

Everybody loved him. 

He was a great favorite 

of the children. 

But Mandy was really fed up of his home now. He wanted to go out in the 

world and live in his natural habitat. One night, he escaped from the 

circus and went into the forest. He met a fierce lion and next, a hungry 

wolf. Each of them was longing to have Mandy for dinner. Mandy, with 

great difficulty managed to come out from there and made his way to the 

circus again. He has now decided never to leave Anna Belle again! 
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Mandy Runs Away! 
 

Tick     the correct answer.  Tick     the correct answer. 
 

1. Where did Mandy live?      1. naughty 

a. In a circus group       a. mischievous 

b. In a pupils group       b. foolish 

c. In a friends group      c. wise 

d. In a teachers group      d. pretty 
 

2. What did Anna Belle teach Mandy?   2. perform 

a. Tricks and jokes       a. trick 

b. Tricks and slips       b. display 

c. Tricks and stunts       c. stay 

d. Tricks and mischief      d. await 

 

3. Who liked Mandy the most?     3. fed up 

a. The audience       a. hungry 

b. The children       b. empty 

c. The caretakers       c. bored 

d. The trainers       d. awake 

 

4. Which two animals did Mandy meet?   4. fierce 

a. A lion and a fox       a. angry 

b. A lion and a wolf       b. sad 

c. A lion and a cat       c. lonely 

d. A lion and a rabbit      d. starving 

 


